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marc greendorfer republican party is running for election to the
montana house of representatives to represent district 59 he is on the
ballot in the general election on november 5 2024 he advanced from the
republican primary on june 4 2024 marc greendorfer the founder of
zachor legal institute is an experienced attorney with an extensive
background in legal advocacy and scholarship marc graduated magna cum
laude from yeshiva university s benjamin n cardozo school of law in
1996 where he was an editor of the cardozo law review candidate for
montana house district 62 in bozeman common sense solutions for the
issues that matter to montanans marc greendorfer r is running as a
candidate for house district 59 in montana s 2024 election see
biographic details district boundaries and information on how to vote
marc greendorfer is a candidate for montana house district 62 running
to provide common sense solutions for the issues that matter to
bozeman and montana generally because terms like settler colonialism
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are increasingly used in the legal and political context zachor
president marc greendorfer engaged in a year long research project to
find out what the terms actually mean what legal impact they should
have and most important whether jews the indigenous people of israel
can be considered location bozeman 500 connections on linkedin view
marc greendorfer s profile on linkedin a professional community of 1
billion members indigenous people today see marc a greendorfer the
true his tory and legal meaning of colonialism in the holy land the
2042 b c e project summer fall 2022 i nt l j l e thics under the first
amendment see marc a greendorfer the inapplicability of first
amendment protections to bds movement boycotts 2016 cardozo l rev de
novo 112 2016 in short there is no supportable legal basis for claims
that bds movement activity has the same protected status as the marc
greendorfer b a economics and psychology 86 practices corporate law in
the san francisco bay area in addition he established the zachor legal
institute a nonprofit foundation combating the palestinian based
boycott movement against israel marc greendorfer attorney cited by 1
read 10 publications contact marc greendorfer author information marc
a greendorfer zachor legal institute abstract one of the most
inexplicable uses of certain marxist terms such as colonialism
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imperialism and settler colonialism is with regard to the state of
israel a frequent target of marxists and ethnic jews the descendants
of the indigenous people of the modern state of marc greendorfer
supports the for our freedom amendment candidate marc greendorfer
district hd59 state montana date of pledge 2024 06 12 political party
republican elected office state representative website marc4hd59 com
after working at amlaw 100 law firms in new york and san francisco mr
greendorfer founded tri valley law in 2008 where he is currently a
partner mr greendorfer submitted an amicus curiae brief based on this
paper in burwell v hobby lobby stores inc on january 23 2014 marc a
greendorfer abstract organized boycotts are among the most powerful
means of expressing a viewpoint marc greendorfer zachor legal
institute date written february 7 2022 abstract pop quiz if one group
of people founded a nation on land that another group of people later
conquered through a pattern of imperialism forced conversions and
cultural appropriation which group is the settler colonialists marc
greendorfer also founded and is president of zachor legal institute a
non profit civil rights advocacy legal group corporate governance
counseling contract drafting and negotiating over a decade experience
at large firms in nyc and san francisco expertise in mergers and
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acquisitions marc greendorfer is the president of the zachor legal
institute a non profit civil rights legal organization marc has over
20 years of experience as a lawyer including advocacy at the us
electronic copy available at ssrn com abstract 3127176 marc a
greendorfer counsel of record zachor legal institute 5919 u s highway
84 red level alabama 36474 marc a greendorfer abstract one of the most
inexplicable uses of certain marxist terms such as colonialism
imperialism and settler colonialism is with regard to the state of
israel a frequent target of marxists and ethnic jews the descendants
of the indigenous people of the modern state of israel who are often
referred to as zionists



marc greendorfer ballotpedia May 27 2024 marc greendorfer republican
party is running for election to the montana house of representatives
to represent district 59 he is on the ballot in the general election
on november 5 2024 he advanced from the republican primary on june 4
2024
biographies zachor legal institute Apr 26 2024 marc greendorfer the
founder of zachor legal institute is an experienced attorney with an
extensive background in legal advocacy and scholarship marc graduated
magna cum laude from yeshiva university s benjamin n cardozo school of
law in 1996 where he was an editor of the cardozo law review
montana marc greendorfer for house district 62 Mar 25 2024 candidate
for montana house district 62 in bozeman common sense solutions for
the issues that matter to montanans
marc greendorfer house district 59 2024 montana election Feb 24 2024
marc greendorfer r is running as a candidate for house district 59 in
montana s 2024 election see biographic details district boundaries and
information on how to vote
about marc greendorfer for house district 62 Jan 23 2024 marc
greendorfer is a candidate for montana house district 62 running to
provide common sense solutions for the issues that matter to bozeman



and montana generally
zachor legal institute provides students and activists with a Dec 22
2023 because terms like settler colonialism are increasingly used in
the legal and political context zachor president marc greendorfer
engaged in a year long research project to find out what the terms
actually mean what legal impact they should have and most important
whether jews the indigenous people of israel can be considered
marc greendorfer bozeman montana united states linkedin Nov 21 2023
location bozeman 500 connections on linkedin view marc greendorfer s
profile on linkedin a professional community of 1 billion members
in the supreme court of the united states Oct 20 2023 indigenous
people today see marc a greendorfer the true his tory and legal
meaning of colonialism in the holy land the 2042 b c e project summer
fall 2022 i nt l j l e thics
the bds movement that which we call a foreign boycott by Sep 19 2023
under the first amendment see marc a greendorfer the inapplicability
of first amendment protections to bds movement boycotts 2016 cardozo l
rev de novo 112 2016 in short there is no supportable legal basis for
claims that bds movement activity has the same protected status as the
marc greendorfer uc davis college of letters and science Aug 18 2023



marc greendorfer b a economics and psychology 86 practices corporate
law in the san francisco bay area in addition he established the
zachor legal institute a nonprofit foundation combating the
palestinian based boycott movement against israel
marc greendorfer attorney legal research profile Jul 17 2023 marc
greendorfer attorney cited by 1 read 10 publications contact marc
greendorfer
the true history and legal meaning of colonialism in the holy Jun 16
2023 author information marc a greendorfer zachor legal institute
abstract one of the most inexplicable uses of certain marxist terms
such as colonialism imperialism and settler colonialism is with regard
to the state of israel a frequent target of marxists and ethnic jews
the descendants of the indigenous people of the modern state of
marc greendorfer supports the for our freedom amendment May 15 2023
marc greendorfer supports the for our freedom amendment candidate marc
greendorfer district hd59 state montana date of pledge 2024 06 12
political party republican elected office state representative website
marc4hd59 com
by marc a greendorfer the delaware journal of corporate law Apr 14
2023 after working at amlaw 100 law firms in new york and san



francisco mr greendorfer founded tri valley law in 2008 where he is
currently a partner mr greendorfer submitted an amicus curiae brief
based on this paper in burwell v hobby lobby stores inc on january 23
2014
boycotting the boycotters turnabout is fair play under the Mar 13 2023
marc a greendorfer abstract organized boycotts are among the most
powerful means of expressing a viewpoint
the true history and legal meaning of colonialism in the holy Feb 12
2023 marc greendorfer zachor legal institute date written february 7
2022 abstract pop quiz if one group of people founded a nation on land
that another group of people later conquered through a pattern of
imperialism forced conversions and cultural appropriation which group
is the settler colonialists
home trivalleylaw com Jan 11 2023 marc greendorfer also founded and is
president of zachor legal institute a non profit civil rights advocacy
legal group corporate governance counseling contract drafting and
negotiating over a decade experience at large firms in nyc and san
francisco expertise in mergers and acquisitions
marc greendorfer the jerusalem post Dec 10 2022 marc greendorfer is
the president of the zachor legal institute a non profit civil rights



legal organization marc has over 20 years of experience as a lawyer
including advocacy at the us
marc a greendorfer counsel of record zachor legal ssrn Nov 09 2022
electronic copy available at ssrn com abstract 3127176 marc a
greendorfer counsel of record zachor legal institute 5919 u s highway
84 red level alabama 36474
the true history and legal meaning of colonialism in the holy Oct 08
2022 marc a greendorfer abstract one of the most inexplicable uses of
certain marxist terms such as colonialism imperialism and settler
colonialism is with regard to the state of israel a frequent target of
marxists and ethnic jews the descendants of the indigenous people of
the modern state of israel who are often referred to as zionists
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